In the beginning….
One Step Out! was Community First’s project
supporting rural communities in Herefordshire &
Worcestershire to tackle loneliness and isolation by
working with village halls, bringing people together,
building connections and creating a sense of rural
community.

But who was to know what was about to come
and how this would change the shape of our
futures….
Loneliness is something everyone can
identify with, even if we don‘t want to think
or talk about it. There are things we can all
do within our communities to enable
ourselves and others to feel more supported
and less alone.

Chapter 1: The Launch

We held two amazing launch events to celebrate the
beginning of the One Step Out! Project, with over
100 people attending.

There was a real buzz of networking, interesting
conversations and most importantly, there was action
planning and focused pledges made to take away.

Chapter 1
Loneliness Action
plans were being
completed by
village halls, coffee
mornings visited
and the wider VCS
organisations
engaged.

Chapter 1: Learning
1. The launch events were a huge success: this was a real eye
opener on how Village Halls found it extremely useful to be
able to network and talk with other village halls on how
they were doing and operated. It is something Community
First would like to do more of in the future when
appropriate.

2. Village Halls discussed the barriers to tackling loneliness
and isolation; these included:
• Volunteers
• Identifying who are lonely?
• Transport
• Subsidy for events
• Better broadband
• Barriers within the community
– integration
Most aligned with our thinking,
though some we had not considered,
and we would shape the project
going forward to tackle these barriers
3. Whilst our events were action orientated, what came out
was that those in attendance knew loneliness was an
issue, but understanding the nature of loneliness, including
that it impacts all ages, what causes it and triggers, was
important to understand what action to take. And it does
not always need to be big
actions, small actions, like
making a table tennis table
available to the community
is an ice (barrier) breaker.

Village Halls: launch Event
Recognition of loneliness is more
difficult in isolated communities
Looking for ideas for
‘reaching out’ to lonely
individuals

How to recruit more volunteers

make hall accessible
and welcoming to all
members of
community

To find ways to
encourage isolated
people of all ages to join
in activities

Looking at ways to encourage
more older people to engage in
village activities
Want to reach out to more people

Loneliness: leading to an
I’ve felt lonely. I would like to isolated community, low
community engagement and
help others to not feel
poor cohesion
isolated
how we can help people who don’t easily join in but
would like to if they were brave enough
Difficulty in getting volunteers,
Underutilized VH - Want to
scattered communities and
get more people attending
access to hall due to distance
events and get them
involved
Seeing the sadness loneliness causes,
want to do something to help
Identify more events for
isolated village residents

Coffee morning’s for people especially those on their own

Chapter 2: Pre Lockdown
Up until March we had proactively been visiting Village
Halls and building on the number of action plans
completed.
We engaged in a number of Coffee Mornings,
connecting with committees and speaking to users of
the hall. New activities and One Step Out! Friends are
growing.

Small actions make a
difference: Table Tennis
group set up at Ombersley
memorial Hall

Chapter 2: Pre Lockdown
Wigmore Village hall

integrating their CAMEO coffee mornings with OSO

Chapter 2: Pre Lockdown
Saxon Village Hall: OSO friends, arts club and other
activities tackling loneliness

Pledges, Action
Plans, Village
Halls activities
and partnership
working moving
forward
And then…......

Chapter 3: Lockdown!!!
By mid-March we were in lockdown.
All visits and activity came to a stop or had to be
cancelled. Village Halls shut and people isolated in
their homes.
It was a time that was unprecedented for all and
everyday brought new challenges and barriers to
overcome.

Now more than ever isolation and loneliness was to
affect us all in different ways and was different to
each person.
We needed to find a way we could reach out in this
new setting and how would we could overcome the
challenges.

Chapter 3: Lockdown
We reviewed how we were going to continue to reach
people and decided to launched a series of pilots,
described below.

heART! – Virtual Art project, bringing
people together through creative
medium

heART!

Chapter 3: Lockdown
Coffee Mornings are an essential activity at Village Halls and
through lockdown we provided weekly Virtual Coffee
Mornings open to anyone. This was also used as a training
session for village hall committee members who would like
to run their own. Suddenly the internet and Zoom became a
lifeline for many people to reach out and talk to someone
and for us to facilitate keeping rural communities connected.

During the weeks we all came to grips with the format and
shared coffee, chats and stories in a relaxed, safe space for all.
New people came and went and others became regulars. There
was no pressure to join and as the weeks went on it just felt so
familiar to see everyone and have a catch up. It became a safe
space to discuss how you were feeling as the covid 19 crisis
unfolded, but was also a space where we could be creative and
have some fun! During the weeks we tried seated dance, portrait
drawing, played bingo, shared memorabilia and stories attached
to them, gardening advice and much more!

Chapter 3: Lockdown
Information sharing and neighbourly
advice became a key part of how to
connect and inform those that were
isolated. We emailed out to all our
contacts for Village Halls across
Herefordshire and Worcestershire
weekly information and help sheets.
Many then passed this on to their
communities either through WhatsApp groups, leaflets, Facebook
or posted through letterboxes. And our
database of community contacts grew.
Weekly help sheets included: Looking after your mental health
whilst self-isolating, gardening ideas, connecting with nature,
sharing local signposting of services, self-care infographics, covid19 care cards, top tips for staying active at home, isolation check
list – are you ready to cope at home, tips on setting up phone
trees and keeping connected with neighbours.

Chapter 3: Lockdown Learning
We knew engaging would be difficult as lockdown continued,
but it became increasingly hard. Some village halls stayed
connected with the project and passed on messages of thanks
as they joined the coffee mornings, shared the information
sheets and helpful advice though their own network of
whatsapp groups, facebook pages, newsletters and nextdoor
neighbour apps. We knew that advice and help was being
shared, but it was not feasible to 'track and trace' who it
reached and how it helped.
As lockdown eased and talk started about opening and going
back out to activities, it became clear it was not going to be
straight forward. A lot of Halls expressed concerns and were not
opening until later in the year, whilst others had noted people
not wanting to come back out yet as anxiety had increased and
there remained a large amount of uncertainty. Halls had to
navigate a sea of regulations in getting to grips with reopening
and then a further lockdown would then come crashing down
and set us all back.
With Village Halls struggling to reopen, we sought new ways to
encourage people to come back to safe environments, build
connections and tackle loneliness. One village hall described
how a group for short matt bowls had come together after
lockdown and this was the first time they had come out to see
people in 4 months. There were smiles, laughter and relief to
see people again, but then the next week with the new rule of
6 in a group, no one came the next week as confusion grew
and fear was again installed.

Chapter 4: Rollercoaster
We had seen how technology had helped us all stay connected
during lockdown and digitally how easy it could be to deliver
activities to someone in their home. After the success of the
Seated Dance at the Coffee Morning, we piloted a project of
‘zoom seated dance’ with a coffee-chat element combining
both being active and socially connected whilst not having the
pressure of going outside.
To make it appealing, we made a short film of what the
experience of coming into ‘your hall’ now would look like, with
added protection. It gave the familiarity and a way of choosing
to either socially distance at the class or join via zoom and prove
that social interaction is still possible!
At first there was no uptake, but after encouraging a taster
session and one-to-one instructions on how to use zoom, more
joined. Each week more ladies with husbands who have
dementia or who had passed away joined and started making
connections. One lady whose husband has dementia
commented she had had the best
sleep in ages after the session. Another commented it
brought so much to the community. We are so excited to
see this work, grow and provide connections to those who
were isolated.
We then supported Martley Village hall to run a hybrid seated
dance, with some attending in person, who were
confident coming to the hall for a socially distanced session and
others joining via Zoom. We
worked with the hall to risk
assess and comply with ever
changing covid rules of the time.

Welcoming Video into a new look Village Hall for seated dance

https://www.facebook.com/ComFirstW
H/videos/2611684342417762

Ladies taking part in the seated dance activity

Other Pilot Projects

Light in the Community
The aim of the pilot project was to bring communities together in
these difficult times, promoting a sense of friendship and
belonging, particularly for those feeling isolated and lonely.
Placing a light in one's window is a common tradition. Candlelight
often evokes the warmth of home and family and are
representative of friendship.
Through the shorter and darker autumn and winter days, we aimed
to bring a bit of joy, connect with neighbors, brighten the streets
and spread a little of that community magic by placing battery
operated candles in windows to spread some light. Five
Communities and Village Halls took part, of which 2 created a light
trail within their village where we provided battery operated
candles.

Other Pilot Projects

Making Connections
This project was all about making introductions and
connections during the lockdown. We introduced ourselves,
the team at Community First, what our job role was, our
interests and what we are doing during lockdown.
We encouraged others, especially village hall committee
members to do similar within their communities they served to
instil a sense of connectivity with their community members
and those in the community would recognise and feel familiar
with people at the village hall.
It also encouraged making the first step in communications
with people and opened up dialogue with those also wanting
to introduce themselves and talk to someone.

The Big Community Coffee Break
The Big Community Coffee break
was all about helping each other
and feeling less isolated. With
the tag ‘Let’s take time out and
reconnect. whether on the
doorstep, over the fence with a
neighbor, on the phone to a
friend, colleague or join a local
Coffee & chat zoom session. This
was due to take place in
December, but cancelled due
to lockdowns.

Packs were sent out with
invitations and useful
information for village halls
to take on their own event
when more comfortable
including menus on ‘how to
start a conversation’

Christmas Cards
With Christmas being such a different affair and people feeling
even more isolated, we helped village halls create their own
Christmas cards to give to their community.
Though this may seem a small idea, these thoughtful gestures
can mean so much more to a person, especially if feeling lonely
and the card will have a presence in their home during a
difficult time.

Chapter 5: Project Partnerships
An unexpected success was the great interest in our
project from different partners across the counties.
Through these partnerships we could see how important
the project was to the area, as none existed like it. We
started to build on our work with new projects
emerging.
Partnership Projects included:
• VCS groups looking at digital and mental health
• Dementia: providing dementia friends training and
working with Dementia Centers as part of the
Dementia Action Alliance
• Worcestershire: Key role in ‘Reducing Loneliness
Forum’ Worcestershire County Council
• Working with Talk Community Hubs (Herefordshire),
with a number of the hubs being our village halls
• ‘Our Community Can’ project – working closely with
Ignite (Herefordshire) and Active Herefordshire and
Worcestershire
• Arts Alive providing village halls activities and one-off
chance of performing plays related to loneliness and
isolation
We will continue to keep these networks alive after the
project, where they are part of the recovery.

Project Partnerships
Arts Alive: The Creative
Conversations ACE funded project
involved poetry, animation, and
singing that all feed into a
performance to tour around
Herefordshire: the “On your
Doorstep” show focus on the older
and isolated community of rural
villages. Workshops were included
and was offered to 8 village halls as part of the One Step
Out! Project. Unfortunately, this was postponed twice due
Covid but will still be run during this Autumn.
Ignite and Active partnership working with us has been a
huge success, with their own project ‘Our Communities
Can’ – funding activities to communities that show a need
to get active. Linking together with One Step Out! We each
utilized our expertise in gearing a community to get active
whilst helping with focusing the importance of reaching out
to people. Our Community Can aims to support particularly
those living in rural communities, to be active and creative
and help communities provide more opportunities that
bring people together to help reduce social isolation and
loneliness.

Community First partnership
projects: Digital Action on
Loneliness
1. Connecting Isolated Older People with No Technical Skills
When OSO started, we had no idea how important Digital was
about to become. Through Community First's infrastructure role
we were able to play a lead role in bringing partners together to
collaborate to address the challenge, providing synergy across
our work, including addressing loneliness.
Partners identified Digital and Mental Health as the two key
priorities of recovery from the pandemic. We were able to get
synergy with OSO tackling loneliness in rural communities and
the role digital now had to play in addressing loneliness.
The VCS Digital Action Group was set up and implemented a
pilot aimed at older isolated people with no digital skill, who
only had a telephone to connect with others. We managed to
connect 30 older people with a piece of technology that
required no technical skills on behalf of the user and enabled
them to have virutal contact for the first time, with friends,
family and where relevant, their carer. However, one of the
biggest breakthroughs was to enable them to virtually access
voluntary sector activity of those VCS organisations making up
the VCS Digital Action Group. We have been able to use the
technology to survey users weekly on their mood and social
contact.

Community First partnership
projects: Digital Action on
Loneliness
2. Digital Safe Spaces at Village Halls
Soon after the pandemic started, the negative impacts began to
emerge. Young people locked down with families had no
confidential space. We heard how young people were not
connecting with CAMHS (Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Services) because they would be overheard at home. We saw a
shocking rise in domestic abuse, already a hidden issue in our rural
communities in 'normal' times. Then there was rural connectivity,
with people not able to get good broadband or afford it. Or they
had no equipment to connect.
These were the triggers for us to start looking at setting up Digital
Safe Spaces at Village Halls. We surveyed our halls to find out who
thought it would work at their hall and what help and support they
would need to make it happen. We made a successful funding
application to enable us to purchase equipment for them.
Now we have our first Digital Safe Spaces set up, with a a target of
5, enabling the local community to access friends, family, services
virtually and also to raise the alarm if they are experiencing
domestic abuse.
As the pilot developed, we found that providing wifi outside the
village hall was an option. We purchased a 'friendly bench' for the
porch of one hall, now available as a wifi access point. Another hall
has enabled wifi access at an adjacent bus stop. Another has
enabled a neighbouring social
club to access the hall's Wi-Fi.
The pilot and learning continues.

Other activity included:
Training: Due to lockdowns and people isolating we
decided to run training which was not originally included
in the project. This made sense as we wanted to equip
One Step Out Friends and Village Hall Committees as well
as we could look beyond Covid and how they could help
people isolating and lonely.
Training included:
• Running Zoom training sessions: for Committee
members and those who run coffee mornings to
enable them to be confident and familiar with using
the platform for online Coffee Mornings, meetings and
activities.
• Safeguarding Training: An essential element of running
village hall and activities
• Dementia Friends training: One Step Out Friends were
able to participate in this training, becoming Dementia
aware and trained as Dementia Friends.

Chapter 6: Village Halls Feedback
During the project we completed two Village Hall surveys
with all our members to keep in touch with how they were
engaging with the project, what barriers they had come
across and what had worked well and what we needed to
do next.
87% of VH had become more aware of loneliness since the
project started.
65% had taken steps to address loneliness at the Hall.
32% had filled out a Loneliness Action Plan, of which 81%
had put actions in place to address loneliness
55% of halls had started new activities to specifically tackle
loneliness and isolation
Over the last 2 years 68% of VH committees completing the
surveys had helped in activities that helped tackle
loneliness and isolation. For example:
-Zoomed coffee mornings/ activity into people’s homes
-Helped to Set up a virtual support group, i.e., whatsapp
Nearly 3000 people have been reached by activities over
the last 2 years, of which 10% were identified as being
those affected by loneliness or isolation.
We found out which Village Halls were unable to provide
activities during lockdown due to not having WiFi/broadband. We helped 6
village halls with grants to get
connected through the One
Step Out Project.

Village Hall Snapshot Feedback
Brockhampton VH launched a community cafe as part of the
One Step Out Project. It was a huge success and they now
plan to run this café monthly providing a great opportunity
for people of all ages to connect.
Hanley Broadheath Village
Hall have established
weekly Table Tennis
Groups, Art Classes and
cream tea events so that
new attendees can meet
existing members who are
making the teas!
Martley memorial Hall new activities including singing
class, teenage table tennis and knit and natter reaching
100 people in the last two years of which at least half were
lonely.
As a result of the project
Rowney Green Peace
Heighington Village
Memorial Hall will be
Hall established a
establishing Coffee
monthly lunch club
Mornings and Pub Night
attended by a number of
with the aim of cutting
people who live on their
loneliness.
own.
Eaton Bishop Village Hall
introduced a coffee morning
with transport if necessary
and a walking club.

Village Hall Feedback
Lindridge Parish Hall held an
Open Day to introduce New
Age Kurling, a Community
Walking Group, Monthly
matinee film shows, and art
class open to all in the
community to promote
regular daytime activities
Bromyard Public Hall: In
response to the project,
they allowed all groups
using the hall free access
to the kitchen and supplied
them with free tea and
coffee. More groups are
using the hall and through
their welcoming approach
more people and groups
wish to use the hall.

Pencombe and Little Cowane
Village Hall set up Natter Chatter,
weekly craft club, Community
Coffee. They have installed
Gigaclear fibre-optic broadband
to provide better connectivity
inside the hall, so can offer the
small committee room as a
community hub spaces.

Whitchurch and Ganarew Memorial
Hall established new bi-monthly
Coffee Mornings and a Toddler
Group: they reached several
isolated young mums with English
as their second language.

Dilwyn Village Hall
established a monthly
community market,
monthly 50+ group
and a book swapping
coffee morning.

Learning from feedback
What we have learnt from our project connected to
loneliness:
1. Many who sit on Village Hall committees are
predominantly older community members and during
Covid had to shield. The dependency on older people
to run Halls highlights the challenge of how to engage
and involve young people in taking a lead on making
halls a young persons asset too, providing activity led
by and for young people, as well as increasing intergenerational cohesion.
2. Digital was already important. The pandemic exposed
shortcomings but also acted as a catalyst in increasing
the use of digital to connect village halls with their
community in new ways. Using digital tools to widen
access to support. Many either struggle to find good
connections or to afford to set up and connect to
broadband. It was not an original aim of our project
to address connectivity, but we have been able to
help a small amount. There is a need to support
village halls to get connected who are not already.

Learning from feedback
4.

Creating opportunities for people to connect spaces
and activities: Many village halls have set up or revamped their coffee mornings and other activities
with an aim of engaging all ages or those they have
identified as being isolated in their rural
communities. Our project and loneliness toolkit has
helped halls to consider loneliness and isolation as
part of decisions and plans for how they do things.

5.

What proved very difficult was to explore definitive
outcomes on the levels of loneliness experienced by
individuals affected by the project. There was
reluctance to asking people directly about loneliness
– even when questions were made as friendly as
possible it was often felt they were too intrusive.

6.

We found that providing reassuring and welcoming
activities were key aspects to tackling loneliness. For
all halls volunteers were
crucial. Rewarding volunteers with recognition can
often make a tremendous difference and celebrating
volunteers can be a good recruitment tool.

Learning from feedback
7.

Those village halls that have been able to Zoom into
people's homes have found a new way to connect
people and we hope that virtual relationships built
in the heart of the pandemic will make people feel
more confident to join hall activity because they feel
they already know people they've met virtually, so it
is not so hard for them to make that first One
Step Out!

8.

Being able to signpost effectively: Many village halls
have fedback their thanks for our weekly help sheets
and information, saying it was a great aid to spread
word to their community and support those feeling
isolated and lonely – sometimes supporting village
halls does not have to be a big gesture but more
practical by information sharing

9.

We quickly realized that reaching out to new
participants through better marketing, using formal
and informal communications is very important at
reaching people who have become isolated.

Village Hall Action Planning Toolkit
Over the course of the project, 50 One Step Out Action
Plans were completed by halls and 60 One Step Out
Friends were identified to be a key contact point about
loneliness for the hall and to take action to address
loneliness.
Although planned actions identified were interrupted
or halted by the pandemic village halls are now renewing
their efforts to make a difference to loneliness and bring
people back together.
Volunteering
Volunteering is recognized in the Action Plans as crucial
to effective village halls and the activities they provide,
aswell as proving a route to individuals to break out of
loneliness through becoming a volunteer. One action that
has come from the project is to promote ‘celebrating
volunteering’ at halls, whether through thank you
messages, flowers or thank you events. Making those
that give time feel appreciated and valued.
IT Connections
IT issues remain a major item of interest for village
halls. They say that good IT makes their halls more
accessible and means people can access some important
online services from their local
village halls as well as join in
activities that are Zoomed
from the hall.

Village Hall Action Planning Toolkit
New communication ideas that help tackle loneliness.
Many Village Halls have reported that Covid has taught
them to look at using new and different communications
tools. This has taken the form of:
• Regular columns in the parish paper and ‘spoken
notice board’ in which halls are using activity
providers to promote other events and volunteering
at the hall.
• Some halls have taken to annual liaison meetings with
user groups to talk through issues such as loneliness,
health and safety and seeking volunteers etc.
• Bring a neighbor has also been an effective way of
connecting those who have not engaged.
• New technology has proved to be a major element in
new village hall life during and after the pandemic
crisis from running Pilates classes to providing
dementia training through zoom.
These are the things that are most effective in reaching
out to those isolated and lonely and
actions village halls did not
consider taking before.

Final Chapter: Legacy & the Future
The project has raised awareness of loneliness and isolation

in rural areas with village hall committees and volunteers,
the key people active in the heart of their
communities. Although drastically affected by the
pandemic there was overwhelming recognition from village
halls that they have a central role in supporting people out
of loneliness in rural communities, especially as in many
cases they are the only place a community has to come
together and meet.
As a result of the project, several halls have told us that they
would like help to attain a status reflecting effective
management and reach into and engagment with their
communities. We are investigating how ACRE's Hallmark
standard might include a measure of inclusive and
welcoming halls.
In responses to our survey's halls expressed wanting
support to secure better IT services at their halls to combat
loneliness. We continue to support halls find grants or funds
to improve their connectivity.
We are also seeking funds to pilot co-working spaces at
village halls for homeworkers, VCS organisations, businesses
and students; building relationships close to where people
live. Also recognising homeworking can be lonely and
isolating.

Although the project has come to an end and took a
route we could not have anticipated, we consider we
have reached out and enhanced the way Village Halls
think and act to address loneliness and isolation in their
rural communities.

Our Work does not stop here, as we continue to support
halls to take forward their One Step Out! Action Plans
and in becoming Dementia friendly, helping them achieve
their desired outcomes and share the good practice and
ideas we have learnt through the project. And we will
continue to seek to secure resources to continue this
work, build on learning and
develop the new areas halls
are moving into, such as
co-working spaces.

Appendix 1: Halls with a One Step Out Action Plan.
Many halls are revisiting their Action Plans as we emerge from
the Covid Crisis.
1. Wigmore VH
2. Heightington VH
3. Clows Top VH
4. Martley MH
5. Beckford VH
6. Saxon Hall
7. Holme Lacy MH
8. Ripple PH
9. St Peters Community Hub
10. Shrawley VH
11. Tibberton VH
12. Eastham MH
13. Nora Parsons Day Centre
14. Drakes Broughton VH
15. Poolbrook VH
16. Staunton on Arrow
17. Kings Caple PH
18. Feckenham VH
19. West Malvern VH
20. Charlton VH
21. St Andrews, Pershore
22. Offenham PH
23. Cawley VH
24. Stoke Prior, Leominster
25. Honeybourne VH
26. Arley Kings VH
27. Colewall VH

28. Cofton Hackett VH
29. Leigh and Bransford VH
30. Rowney Green VH
31. Bishops Frome VH
32. Fladbury VH
33. Ledbury Community Action
34. Lindridge PH
35. Ombersley MH
36. Cookhill VH
37. Brienton VH
38. Hamnish VH
39. Abbeydore VH
40. Linton VH
41. Gorsely VH
42. Rotary Hs, Droitwich
43. Stretton Sugwas VH
44. Lady Emily Hall
45. Kemerton VH
46. Walterstone VH
47. Pinvin PH
48. St Michaels VH
49. Brockhampton VH
50. Bishampton VH

Appendix 2: One Step Out Friends at village halls
throughout Herefordshire and Worcestershire
1. Aubrey Oliver
Saxon Hall
2. Shaun Clayton
Ripple VH
3. Pat Owen
Martley VH
4. Marlies Summers
Holme Lacy MH
5. Roger Dyer
Clows Top VH
6. Rachel Cargill & Brian Casbourne Wigmore VH
7. Jane Spilsbury
Eastham Memorial hall
8. Pauline Briggs & Julia Cooper
Lindridge VH
9. Anne Fellows & Chris Gollings
Rowney Green
10. Jane Davies & Sally Hutchinson
Fladbury PH
11. Shelagh O'Loughlin & Roger Westbury Cofton Hackett PH
12. Isobel Aitken
Bishops Frome VH
13. Hilary Blackwell
Gorsley VH
14. Diane Barlow
Charlton VH
15. David Cornwallis
Hamnish VH
16. Tina Pell & Brian Wardley
Drakes Broughton VH
17. Anita Seyers Gibson
Cawley and Eye VH
18. Maggie Jo St John & Pam Bevan Poolbrook VH
19. John Lee & Sue Hodges
Shrawley VH
20. Georgina Coen
Heightington VH
21. Holly Hirst
Walterstone VH
22. Judi Ryan
Lady Emily Hall, Tarrington VH
23. Robin Hancox
St Andrews Hall, Pershore VH
24. Gail Hume & Annie Plummer
Stretton Sugwas VH

Appendix 2: One Step Out Friends at village halls
throughout Herefordshire and Worcestershire
25. Graham Galer
26. Lesley Welch & Shan South
27. Amanda Caton
28. Christina Kulukundis
29. Dawn Scull
30. Stephen Denne
31. Debbie Weaver
32. Alison Budd
33. Ros Plested & Ros Bayliss
34. Roger Jones
35. Sandra Sharp
36. Jane Praill
37. Tallulah Tay &Mark Tait
38. Ann Giddings &Maureen King
39. Richard Bean & Phil Kendrick
40. Geoff Cotterill & Conrad Palmer
41. Georgina Britten-Long
42. Richard Drewett
43. Bev Churchill
44. Nick Blayney
45. Sharon Cole
46. Debbie Stokes

Beckford VH
Ombersley MH
Pinvin PH
Kemerton VH
Brockhampton VH
Crowle PH
Staunton on Arrow VH
Escleyside Hall
St Michael's VH
Bayton VH
Holy Innocence Hall,
Yarpool VH
Leintwerdine VH
Whitbourne VH
Colewall VH
Fairfield VH
Wichenford vh
Broom VH
Bishampton VH
Cusop VH
Bishampton VH
Staunton on Arrow VH

Appendix 3: Example measuring tool for Action plans
for Village Halls

